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Abstract— With the ever rise adoption of cloud ,growth of users outcome their data over cloud. To 
preserve privacy of data, hence data encrypted before outsourcing. As difficult level rises in keyword 
based searching due to semantic ignorance in information retrieval as it can’t fulfill users demand. So 
many techniques till now designed for content based search scheme and make semantic searching 
more effective. 
In this paper we propose RAKE,rapid automatic keyword extraction technique which help in key 
phrase extraction technique which further subjectively and with more expertise way provide pertinent 
result. Each keyphrase is provided with relevance score between document and query. Hence these 
after computation provide ranked result to data users. We even provide step by step security where 
login credentials of users are verified by admin till then further processing can’t be done. Only then it 
can upload documents as well as download. This provide a better authentication and authorization 
for users. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

 
1.1 Motivation 

Cloud storage has become an predictable resolution for corporations and individuals who want to store a vast 

volume of records, known as big data, and get rid of them from the load of upholding storage and dispensation  

of infrastructure [1]. However, regardless of the advantages cloud solutions proposed, many possible clients 

refrain from using them due to legal worries over data safety and confidentiality on cloud servers [2–4] and in 

the data broadcast process [5,6]. For example, 73% of banks list data privacy and confidentiality as a goal for 

not using cloud services, making it the most quoted worry [2]. Therefore, increasing cloud secrecy and 

confidentiality for the users’ data is of supreme status. Cloud storage earners usually offer safety by encrypting 

user data on their servers and preserving their encryption keys. Though, this method makes the data disposed to 

spasms, mostly, internal invaders who can have admittance to the encryption keys. 

 

To expertise subjective matter so as to assist them in quickly and effectively to get results in relevancy ranked 

state and eliminate irrelevant material is all we need to prepare such search mechanism. As according to users 

they need to have a precise result , accurate results according to search query. And next recalling , to get high 

percentage of accurate documents. 

Sometimes word result into Polysemy ,where single word lead to different meanings like as Key could be a door 

key ,keyword or keyphrase etc. Whereas synonym could lead to multiple words same meaning like harsh 

,crueler faint ,light etc. To block polysemy, the technique was to apply instinctive word sense disambiguation 

(WSD)algorithms to documents and query. Disambiguation approach use system suchastheWordnetthesaurus  
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for  the occurrence of  datato find the probable senses of a term and map term occurrencesto the accurate sense. 

These disambiguated senses are then used in indexing and in query dispensation, so that only documents that 

link the exact sense are regained. The imprecision of automatic disambiguation is the leading hindrance in 

attaining significant enhancement using these techniques, as inappropriate disambiguation is possible to injure 

act rather than simply not progress it. Concept-based information retrieval is an substitute IR method that targets 

to challenge these complications inversely. Concept-based IR denotes both documents and queries using 

semantic concepts, as an alternative of (or in addition to) keywords, and achieves retrieval in that conception 

space. This method grasps the ability that demonstrating documents and queries using high-level perceptions 

will outcome in a retrieval system that is fewer reliant on the specific words used. Such a system could harvest 

compete even when the similar view is defined by diverse terms in the request and mark documents, thus 

relieving the synonymy difficulty and growing evoke. Likewise, if the precise ideas are selected for ambiguous 

words seeming in the request and in the documents, imprecise documents that were recovered with the 

BOW(bag of words)method could be eradicated from the outcomes, thus easing the polysemy difficulty and 

growing precision. 

Current concept-based systems can be considered by the succeeding three constraints. 

(1) Concept depiction: the “language” the concepts are founded on. concepts, which characterise real-life 

concepts like human discernment and tactics that consumed inherent concepts, produced by mining hidden 

relations amid terms or computing chances of meeting terms, that may not essentially support with any human-

understandable concept . 

(2) Mapping scheme: the tool that records natural language scripts to these concepts. The most precise 

contrivance would likely be guide, constructing a handcrafted ontology of ideas with a list of terms to be 

allocated to each ,but such an method contains significant struggle and trouble. The mapping can also be 

instinctive, using machine learning however this would typically infer few precise mapping. 

 (3) Usage in IR: the phases in which the concepts are used. Concepts would be finest used during the entire 

procedure,in both indexing and retrieval phases. A simpler but less precise resolution would put on idea analysis 

in one phase only, as in concept-based query extension over BOW retrieval.  

In this paper we are creating a cloud document repository where a user can upload a documents in its regarding 

subjects respective of its field.These can prove quite beneficial to researcher to maintain their area of interest 

and even help others securely follow ones work. This application use semantic searching on encrypted data so as 

to achieve precise results and more focused on its security  

 

 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

References which deliverparticularsabout single keyword search , then introduction  of multiple keyword 

search in encrypted form [1][2]. Some of them [1] shadowsabout  multi-keyword ranked  search over encrypted 

data in cloud computing against 2 threat model which is called MRSE. This supports vector space model (VSM) 

and secure inner product to issue the high efficacy of search .References generates [1][2] search index with term 

frequency and vector space model and chooses cosine resemblance to link the source and the query which can 
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help achieve more precise search result . Then come how to return the ordered result concluded the regularity of 

keyword admittance. 

Semantic searching use in probing the area assets to find common condition in large dataset [13]. Keyword 

query is unavoidably decoded into authorized logic queries so that end users can use accustomed keywords to 

accomplish a semantic search. But still is query possibility as more keywords requisite to progress human 

interaction[14]. Usage of two cloud named one to be isolated and   another  civic [15]as same our paper is 

having where keywords standards are warehoused and encrypted index is stored in civic cloud , but only the 

matter with relevancy count which is not done here. 

 

A. Searching issues 

     Mayan [10]  projectedquest based on synonym queries. Equivalent  data vector and query vector  

products is finished based on that implication are made ,but whose relevancy can’t be said. Hang[4] familiarized 

semantic search process on conceptual graphs over encrypted outsourced data oncloud (SSCG) similar 

encrypted document and query indexes are created. Conceptual graphs are shapedfounded on each file its three 

index vectors are made which are encrypted and engaged over the cloud. Carry more preciseconsequences than 

previous search device but extreme time is taken. 

Fu[5] recommended semantic questwhere overlong concept hierarchy warehoused semantic relations 

,between concepts and quest terms. Here shelteredexamination scheme founded on asymmetric scalar product 

preserving encryption scheme(ASPE) is used where safeadjoining neighbor termination is re-claimed.  

B. Privacy issues 

Rane[9] where keyword choice for requests as well as data drawn should be cryptic to server. Files are 

encrypted using symmetric key cryptographic algorithm are sent over the cloud and requests too are encrypted 

while directing and recovering.While Mayan[10] encrypt using asymmetric encryption algorithm and for 

inspecting firmly viaknn. References [11] familiarize the idea of twin server public key encryption with 

keyword hunt for sheltered cloud storehouse and shielding of data and again it was used while semantic 

hunt[12]. 

 

III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 

    In this paper we had created a cloud document repository where a user can upload their data just like in  

Google Drive. Here the user will generate an account and then using login IDs form the repository, upload the 

documents in that repository. Even it could download  the document from its own repository or from others 

repository for which Cloud Admin provide access mechanism by providing trapdoor key of respective 

document. Admin is the sole user who give authentication to repository created by user  and then only it can be 

made to use for uploading of documents.The ranking methods and relevance scoring are used for providing the 

accurate top k results. 
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Uploading Document 

Here user have permission to upload any number of document in specific document repository which 

approved by admin. Searchable encryption is followed as document is sent in encrypted form. We are using 

Byte-64 Encoding technique for encryption of document. 

Application Cloud 

On this cloud again that file get re-encrypted where RAKE is applied on it and help in keyphrase extraction 

with searchable indexes which is sent to keyword cloud. The re-encrypted document is again encrypted by 

newly devised algorithm and stored on cloud. This provide ranked results to user whose query forwarded by 

keyword cloud.  

Keyword Cloud 

Here keyphrases with keyword scores are stored. Whenever server receives query from user it first checks 

query details and take out scores, which further sent to application cloud.   

Downloading 

In this phenomena while downloading  authorized user provide query  which is sent in encrypted form over 

cloud then further and relevant files are sent to data user side which it decrypt it using key provided to it. 

Documents  are returned in the direction of their relevancy with the queried keywords. Scoring is a usual 

method to weight the relevance. Based on the relevance score calculated by RAKE it will be shown . 

When the cloud server obtains a query comprising of multikeywords, it calculates the scores from the encrypted 

index warehoused on cloud and then returns the encrypted scores of documents to the data user. Next, the data 

user decrypts the scores and picks out the top-k highestscoring documents identifiers provided by server. We 

have used secure knn search mechanism for finding of relevant documents on server. 

Dual server is created where on one server encrypted documents on other encrypted keywords and indexes 

are stored. To securely access the documents so as no intruder can enter and get query and document details so 

query is sent in encrypted by using Base-64 encoding mechanism and then again decrypted on document server 

where Rapid automatic keyword extraction(RAKE) technique  is applied which extract keyphrases and that are 

stored on keyword server with its indexes ,plain document get encrypted using AES encryption mechanism.The 

reverse mechanism is used on downloading side where user’s query is matched and according to the relevancy 

score of document the desired results are shown . Here  semantics are used in searching that how NLP 

techniques quickly provide responses. 

On searching the query is fired and then the keyword score already which is calculated for each keyword and 

store in database against each document is again calculated so as its Euclidean distance is calculated which 

fetches details of those document which match with query. The least Euclidean distance is the prominent 
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document needed by user . Further user get a key for downloading the document which is sent over the email 

when it request and admin approved its request. Such securely searching and downloading is done of a 

document required same time as using AES but more securely work is perform. 

.  

Fig 3.1 General System Model 

 

IV.PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS 

Evaluated results shows that how privacy is the main focus given while searching , though the accuracy is 

maintainedwith its timing.We are using secure searchable encryption scheme where the document is sent in 

encrypted using Byte-64 encoding technique  on cloud , due to which there is no much variance in its size 

.Usage of RAKE which provide keyphrases extraction from the document is much better than TF-IDF. They 

engage in  numerical learning over a conventional training set by generating an array of word symbols or 

collections of words, which are then ranked shaped on the classification of whether they are confident or 

destructive examples of key phrases. 

 

Fig 4.1 Evaluation of RAKE 
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The document is uploaded on cloud it is encrypted using modified AES which provide more security to it 

though time taken is somewhat more than AES. 

 

Fig 4.2 Evaluation of modified AES over AES 

 

 
 

Fig 4.3 Document Evaluation 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 

    Semantic hunt method which delivers user’s explored query its relative meaning. This come from 

numerous societies of data retrieval semantic web, machine learning , natural language processing and so on. 

Addition of scope and advance quality of search. But here we not only increase its accessibility but also security 

while retrieving results from cloud. Usage of RAKE which improves our search mechanism . Not only 

searching but security too has been given focused.  

Here qualitative information is given importance and the relevant results are provided. In future we can 

speed up our performance safely. 
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